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Cost control needed
Ohio universities face rising costs, declining enrollments
By Tom Smith
A recent report issued by the
Governor's Council for Cost Control
states that Ohio's institutions of higher
learning soon may face the same kinds
of financial problems currently confronting Ohio's primary and secondary
schools.
Rising cost, limited financial income
and declining enrollment will plague
higher education unless the system is
more efficient, the group reported.
The study lists many alternatives to
be presented to Gov. James A. Rhodes
that will help to avoid future deficits.
The state's public colleges and
universities will have a collctive deficit
of $9 million by the end of 1978.
IN REVIEWING THE study, Vice
President for Resource Planning
Michael R. Ferrari said that a major
strength of the report is that it calls
attention to the problems faced by
learning institutions in the state.
It indicates the influence of inflation
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on budgeting, he said, adding, "We
have difficult choices down the road."
Many of the alternatives presented,
Ferrari said, would cause an erosion of
local planning and control and a centralization of these functions in
Columbus.
"THEY ARE NOT really anything
new. A group of business people have
recited in a new light past ideas applied
to business," he said.
Management
analyst Joseph
Matuszewski of Management Systems
in Columbus, the group which compiled
the report, stressed that these ideas
only are suggestions. His firm has done
cost studies for the state government's
executive branch.
The report suggests that all two-year
institutions in Ohio either be consolidated or closed. These would include university branches, technical
schools and community colleges.
There are several purposes for the
action, according to Matuszewski. The
role of the two-year school would be
redefined and clarified.

A STUDENT NOT capable of meeting
university standards would attend a
two-year institution to gain necessary
skills and background. The schools also
would continue to grant associate
degrees and provide short-term
training, he said.
Ferrari said this type of program
would hurt inner city educated
students, primarily minorities. This
system also would be implemented with
competitive entrance exams for state
universities that are replacing current
open admission policies.
The purpose of this move, according
to both men, is to send those in need of
additional skills before entering
college, to two-year schools.
"Our program does justice more than
injustice to those who need it," Ferrari
commented in reference to the
University's remedial developmental
programs.
DEVELOPMENTAL EDUCATION
funds would be put to better use if they
were diffused throughout the system

The

and instead of being concentrated in the
two-year schools.
Matuszewski said that there are
70,000 college students enrolled in
remedial courses in Ohio universities.
At the University there were about 1,024
students enrolled in remedial or
developmental courses for fall and
winter quarters. These courses include: Math 90, 433; F.DC191 (Reading
Improvement!. 158; English 110
(Developmental English |, 633.
Focusing more directly on the
prop-sal for competitive exams,
Ferrari said, "Our campus has a very
impressive record, but many students
may not be able to meet the standards.
These students do meet the standards
after some developmental education
here.
"I doubt that competitive exams and
high school grades are very good
predictors. We use state, federal and
our own funds to support the program.''
ANOTHER SUGGESTION in the

report is the elimination of non-relevant concerned that as a residential school
graduate and under used doctorate we could be the hardest hit. The
programs. The study also suggests, greatest decline (in population) will be
Matuszewski said, that degrees may be in the 18-21 age group. If we lose 20-25
dropped by some universities while percent of our students what does it do
others will retain and specialize in to our residence halls that have debts
those programs.
into the 1990's? Or to our new recreation
center? Or to the number of faculty
"Not necessary," Ferrari explained. employed?
"Columbus should not tell us to
"Centralization is not necessarily the
eliminate degrees. Our Board of solution."
Trustees should be able to deal with it."
He said that every year a quarter of
The University is not on the brink of
the University's departments are financial ruin, as the report would
evaluated to see if basic needs are indicate for the system as a whole,
being met. This may include adding Ferrari said. While a deficit is not
new courses or degrees but may also projected. Ferrari said he could not
include dropping programs, Ferrari rule out increased fees to maintain a
said.
consistent level of services.
And what are the prospects for the
One of the principle worries of the report's acceptance?
council, about the study, is the
"I like to think the document would
declining college enrollment prospects be put on a shelf. An item or two may
for the next decade.
find its way into proposed legislation
that may create a central body."
"BUT WE ARE on top of the thing
This body would see that the issues
here. As a relevant school we are more are carried out.
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Burst pipes, broken
tubes close down
University boilers
By Jamie Pierman
Staff Reporter

Newsphoto bv Dave Ryan

A WELDER. CONTRACTED by the University to help repair broken boilers,
plugs small holes in crucial watcrpipes. To get inside the jumbo-sized boiler.

power |)l:nil employees h;id In shut il down and remove tin- fuel left inside. This
'irokm bdilrrand two others should he baek in action soon.

State, federal funds needed

Clean-up costs burden budget
By Kathy Kruse
Staff Reporter
As the state continues to shovel out
from beneath a blanket of snow, the
devastating effects of last week's
blizzard become more apparent.

Extensive damage has been incurred
statewide, and the University is no
exception.
Although definite figures will not be
available until next week, University
administrators have estimated that at
least $150,000 will be needed to pay for

Inside the News
NEWS...Did you ever wonaer why there's so many vending
machines on campus? Well, the University receives an average
commission of 27 percent of all vending machine sales. See page 4.
FEATURES...Author Mickey Spillane stars as a rough and tumble
detective in "The Girl Hunters." to be shown on campus Sunday. A
preview appears on page 5.
SPORTS...Will the Falcon icers be lucky or unlucky tonight as they
try for!4 th straight home victory? Page 8.

Weather
Partly sunny
High22F(-«C)
LowOF(-IgC)
It percent chance of snow

employee wages and repairs and
replacement of campus property.
VICE PRESIDENT and Assistant to
the President Richard A. Edwards said
the University is seeking financial aid
from state and federal sources.
"We have got some hellishly difficult
problems." Edwards said of the
University's storm-related damage.
"At this point, there are a lot of it's, but
in terms of potential relief, we've got to
rely upon state and federal funds.
University President Hollis A. Moore
Jr. and his counterparts statewide have
sent telegrams to President Carter,
urging him to follow Gov. James A.
Rhodes' request to declare Ohio a
national disaster area.
Moore's letter says that "adequate
financial relief can result only" if
Carter allows for federal disaster
assistance.
CARTER IS EXPECTED to respond
to Rhodes' plea "any time now,"
Edwards said.
Moore also has asked Rhodes for aid.
"We've been in close touch with the
board of regents since the storm,"
Edwardssaid. "All schools must have a

complete list of damages submitted by
Feb. 8, which will give us a better idea
of where everyone stands.
According to Edwards, the blizzard
hit the University harder than other
state institutions "in terms of
severity." while Kent State University
has suffered from unusually heavy
snowfall throughout the season.
"IT'S A REALLY rough, rough
situation here," he said. "I don't know
if students are aware, but people are
out there (at the University's Physical
Plant) literally picking frozen coal
apart with their hands."
Personnel costs during the weather
emergency totaled about $35,000.
Edwards said. Those wages can be
absorbed only by the state or University.
Maintenance on several boilers at the
Physical Plant should exceed $25,000,
Edwards noted.
Other costs include an expected
$60,000-70,000 for repairs on the transmitter for WBGU-TV, located in
Deshler, he said, and an undetermined
amount for work done on campus
windows, doors and pipes.

"If this facility shuts down, the
campus shuts down."
Charles L Codding, director of the
University Physical Plant, was
referring to the five boilers in the plant
which heat the entire University.
Two of the plant's boilers have been
inoperative and yesterday morning, a
third boiler burst two pipes and had to
be shut down.
Each boiler contains 580 tubes that
carry steam to the University.
"As long as there's a tube out in one
we can't operate" Codding said.
He said the damaged tubes would be
repaired by the end of the day.
TO REPAIR the tubes, which are
inside the boiler, the burning coals were
removed. The fan which blows smoke
out of the smokestack was turned on to
cool the inside of the boiler so repairmen could enter and weld the small
holes in the pipes.
By the time the repairmen entered
the boiler. Codding estimated the
temperature inside was about 160
degrees.
When a boiler is on and burning coal,
the temperature must be "close to
hell." he said.
Codding said the broken tubes would
not cause a drop in classroom and
dormitory temperatures. They would
be about the same as they were at the
beginning, of the week when heat was
turned on after being off during last
week's blizzard.
ON THE VERY coldest days, the
plant sends 110.000 pounds of steam
through the heating system. Codding
said about 85,000 pounds were going
through yesterday.
If all five boilers were operating at
once, at full power, 240,000 pounds could
be sent through. But, that would
probably never happen, Codding said.

Each of the two boilers that were
operating full time yesterday has a
40,000 pound capacity. The boiler that
burst the tubes had the same capacity.
The largest boiler, with a 100,000 pound
capacity, is awaiting a 100 horsepower
fan motor.
A small, 20,000 pound boiler has been
out for a year.
The largest boiler also will be getting
$460,000 of changes required by the
Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA). Codding said the boiler also
may have to have a $1 million electrostatic precipitator, also a
requirement of the EPA.
AN ELECTROSTATIC precipitator
works on the same principle as a hair
comb, charged with static electricity,
that picks up scraps of paper. The
precipitator will statically remove
smoke and particles into what Codding
called "a big black box."
The funds for all these new parts
comes from the state legislature
Codding said the Physical Plant has not
had any problems so far in getting the
state to appropriate these funds.
The coal the plant is using is very
wet, Codding said, after being rained on
last Wednesday. This makes the coal
like "goo" Codding said.
If dry coal is used, it is sent by conveyer and chutes to the top of the plant
and then down to the boilers. But. with
wet coal, it must be poked and prodded
along by hand.
"IT ISN'T A shoveling process, it's a
persuading process." Codding said.
To help move the coal through the
plant, Army ROTC and Bowling Green
high school students are assisting.
Their job consists of pounding a sledge
hammer against or poking a rod down
conveyers and chutes to loosen the coal.
During the blizzard. Codding said
manpower was desperately short. One
employee was on the job continuously
for 40 hours.

Parked cars obstruct
lot clearing efforts
If there are signs and barricades
in a parking lot warning drivers not
to park there, take heed.
Betty J. Harper, office supervisor
of Parking Services, said that while
Parking Services vehicles and tow
trucks are clearing University
parking lots, cars that park in
restricted areas will be towed at the
owners's expense.
She said that cars parked in lots 3
and J behind McDonald West dormitory and lot 2 between east
fraternity row and Harshman Quad,
were moved to another side of the lot
yesterday, courtesy of Parking
Services.
At least 52 car owners were
contacted and told to move their
cars so that the lot could be cleared,
Harper said.

"If there were any (cars) towed so
far, I don't know, but I'd suggest
they wouldn't park cars in lots with
signs and barricades," she said.
Melvin R. Jones, director of
Parking Services, said that tonight
crews will also begin clearing lots 8
and 12, located behind Offenhauer
Towers for on-campus students and
requested that students remove
their cars to nearby commuter lots.
No one will be ticketed for parking
in a commuter lot, he added.
In addition, Jones said cars
parked in the metered lots in the
rear of the University Union and in
the faculty and staff lot F (near
sorority row) should be moved by
midnight Sunday so crews can clear
the snow. If they are not moved,
Jones said they may be ticketed.

opinion

'judgment is founded on truth..

guest columnist

u.s. would lose more than canal

Newsphotoby Mindv Milliaan

Ouch I

Ice near the Union proved treacherous
for this woman.

it's still slippery
Watch where you step.
The snow may be cleared Irom most sidewalks and roads, but a layer
oi ice still exists in many places to slip up even the sure-looted.
Maintenance crews should continue to chip away at the ice. but it is a
long process.

In the mean time, pay attention to where you are walking,

or. perhaps, get some ice skates.

Saturday classes
best option
Academic Council's decision to give (acuity members the option ol
holding Saturday classes is a good solution to the problem ol making up
snow-canceled classes.
Some (acuity members had three class periods snowed out and would

not have been able to cover all the material during the rest ol the quarter.
The optional Saturday class period enables them to weave in the
material without inconveniencing many students.
Council was considering an extension ol regular classes into exam
week. As was pointed out. such a plan could cause some students to have
overlapping exams and would cause more headaches during an already
nerve-racking period ol the quarter. Another reason that the plan was not
feasible was that students probably would skip lectures to study lor
exams later in the day.

Within the next few months, if all
goes as planned, the U.S. Senate will be
in the process of deliberating on the
proposed Panama Canal Treaties. The
various arguments that have been
advanced by the Carter administration
in favor of abrogating our treaty rights
to the canal have, in my view, been
very serious.
For instance, the President has
claimed that if we fail to satisfy the
demands of Panamanian nationalism
and refuse to transfer the ownership
and operation of the canal to Panama,
our relations with other Latin
American states will be put in extreme
jeopardy.
At first glance this argument appears
to be perfectly reasonable. After all,
wouldn't most Latin American states
consider the handing over of the canal
as a symbolic gesture signifying that
Latin America had finally come of age?
This is an endearingly romantic
conception of Latin American politics.
It sounds nice-but it is very far
removed from reality.
THE FACT OF the matter is that
many Latin American states are very
wary of having the canal turned over to
Panama,
This wariness stems both from an
ideological antipathy on the part of the
right wing governments of Brazil.
Argentina and Chile toward the present
leadership in Panama, and a concern
on the part of Latin America in general
as to what effect the raise in canal tolls
envisaged by the treaties will have on
their economies.
So, to say the least, the general
perception that most of latin America
would welcome the handing over of the
canal is a complete distortion of reality.
The administration has also argued
that we must give the canal to Panama
in order to avoid having it sabotaged or
having its operation unpaired by the
outbreak of hostilities.
THE PRECEDING LINE of
argument is a classic illustration of the
mentality of appeasement. A small
Latin American banana republic
threatens us and we must, of course,
back down in order to avoid conflict.
Giving in to these types of threats will

Ted
Paliobeis

only encourage other nations to
emulate the behavior of Panama.
The time is long overdue for the

Giving the canal to an unstable left
wing dictatorship would needlessly
endanger this naval flexibility.

navy, it should be noted that this
flexibility would, under the terms of
the treaties, be granted to our adversaries throughout the world. Since
the treaties would transfer the status of
the canal from U.S. property to a
neutral international waterway, Soviet
warships will have complete access to
the canal.
Some defense experts have stated
that if this were to occur the United
States would have to embark upon a
massive ship building program in order
to offset the threat posed by this
development. Despite this fact, the
President still insists that the canal
treaties are "in the best national interest."
In short, the arguments that have
been employed by the Carter administration in favor of the Panama
Canal treaties have very little basis in
fact and are woefully inadequate. The
U.S. Senate would be well advised to
reject the treaties and the specious
arguments in support of them.

WHILE ON THE subject of the
flexibility that the canal provides our

Ted Paliobeis Is a student at the
University.

ternational affairs. If we were, we
would, perhaps, have the self respect to
resist the unreasonable demands of a
hypocritical and freedom hating world
community.
Still yet another fallacious argument
that has been employed by the administration is the argument that we
might as well give the canal back since
it is no longer militarily or strategically
significant.
This is utterly absurd.
The use of the canal by our navy gives
it a flexibility of movement that no
other navy in the world posesses.

The fact of the matter is that many
Latin American states are very wary
of having the canal turned over to Panama.'
United States to begin to stand up for
her legitimate rights. It is time that we
stopped feeling ashamed of our
military and economic strength.
Instead, we should learn to feel proud
of the major role that we play in in-

y

% ffS DWOUJ TO Q>\BIME "SMOKING WFTH TAKING THE PlLL — WEIL. I'M CERTAINLY NOf
GIVIM5UPSMCXING!"

The key to the new format is flexibility. Prolessors and students can
negotiate some type ol agreement as to how to cover (he missed class
material.

It

could

be

made

elimination ol breaks during
Saturday class.

up

by

extra

two-hour

homework

assignments.

classes or by the optional

As is true with ,my plan, there will be some faculty members and
students who do

not like having classes on Saturday. Students with

stop talking

Saturday work req-niemenls will have to be dealt with individually.
Holding classes on Saturday will not please everyone, but the decision
represents a conscious eflort by Academic Council to meet the needs of
both students and laculty by avoiding classes during finals week but still
giving prolessors the option ol making up missed class time.

paulpourri

Are you concerned with free speech?
With freedom of expression? Well so
am I, and talking during another
person's performance, whether it be of
.oratoricah, theatrical, or musical
nature, is not showing concern!

drawing the most blood
The women of Founders challenged
the men of Rodgers and Kohl to a
contest to see who could draw the most
blood.
With the Red Cross Bloodmobile
visiting the University this week, the
residence halls had contests to see who
could produce the most donors. Results
of the contest have not been announced.
My friend, Sandy, a resident advisor
in Treadway, said the winners will be
treated to an ice cream social by the
losers.
I decided to check around last week
and see how each side recruited donors.
FOUNDERS HAD A poster campaign, using such slogans as "Give till
it hurts," "Bare arms" and "Let our
efforts be in vein."
Rodgers and Kohl also had posters,
saying "It's a pinting situation," "Stick
it up your arm" and "Have a heart,
give."

Paul
Lintern

As an added incentive, the Kohl
planning committee olfered a free beet
to each male donor, but not until after
he gave.
And the Founders planning committee offered a free blindfold to each
female donor, before she gave.
"That way, they didn't have to see
that awful n-e-e-d-1-e," Sandy spelled.
"I-C," I replied.
AFTER GIVING, EACH resident

signed a list for his or her respective
dorm. Security guards and registration
officials were on hand to verify identification, "to keep fraud out of the
contest," Sandy said.
"We'd heard rumors that some of the
members might use their roommate's
arms to go through the line again. We
didn't want that to happen," she added.
No incidents were reported.
When the ice cream social is held,
only those on the winning side who
actually gave blood will be given their
ice cream free.
"We're going to check the arms and
only those with needle marks will get
some free," Sandy said, then she
thought a moment and said, "Maybewe
better have them show us their little red
pins, too."
Paul Lintern, a gallon donor, Is
editorial editor of the News.

I/THIS IS IT/ ive 6OT TO
NO MORE PROCRASTINATING;
G£T THESE CHAPTERS READ
I'M 60IN6 TO SIT DOWN
AMP 6ET 5TARTEP ON
KANP START ON IT
T

MY

Jj*g PAPER.

Are you one of those detestable,
vulgar creatures who chew gum aloud?
Or are you the obvious sleeper in the
crowd? Or could you possibly...oh no, of
course not!... oh, that's silly!
You couldn't be that disgustingly
rude and insensitive person who
TALKS throughout the entire performance, could you? Disturbing the
rest of the audience as well as the
people on stage, making a general
nuisance of yourself.. .could you?
You could? Well. QUIT TALKING!!
Kristie Johnson
213 Mooney

I don't believe your readers needed to
be greeted with '6 Die...' on the Feb. 1
headline of the News.
Sure, it happened. But you could have
presented it in a better perspective. It
could have been buried in the fifth
paragraph along with all the gory
details.
You're not selling your paper so there
is no need for sensationalism and I
don't feel the students needed to be
shocked into further "Blizzard Consciousness."
In the future, please dwell on the
positive, the success stories. (How
many people were saved?) Let the
Sentinel-Tribune satisfy people's
morbid fascinations. Thank you:
Robert Alexander

IMMEDIATE LY.'

commend
volunteers
^^

/.££ 30

We hope that this spirit of unity will
continue through out the year. After
all: if we c..n survive this, we can
survive anything!
Sue Lenhart,
Tracy Schmeltz
110 North Hall

Cheryl Arnold,
Dawn Blodgett
Rm. 115

needs help
dwell on
the positive with lights

14189 Wayne Road
Pemberville

xrt

We would especially like to thank
those girls, especially the Resident
Advisers, in our hall that volunteered
their time, stomachs and noses to clean
up our bathroom. These girls deserve
more thanks than we can give them.

We would like to commend the
students of the University during this
recent snow crisis for "pulling
together." It seems that this recent
crisis brought people closer together,
proving that we can work in unison
when necessary.

I am writing this letter to the editor in
the hopes that someone in the
University's administration will read it
and take action.

I am currently enrolled in an IET 465
Commercial Photography class. In
order to do the assignments for this
class, the students enrolled need access
to a studio equipped with studio lights.
The instructor of the class knows this
and placed a purchase order some time
ago with Gross Photo to buy several
studio lights for class use.
I have now learned that the lights are
sitting at the Gross store in Bowling
Green collecting dust, because some
bureaucrat lost the purchase order,
without which the lights cannot be
delivered.
Will whomever is in charge of purchase orders please straighten this
mess out now and not wait until the end
of the quarter? I have paid my fees and
come to class ready to work, it is now
up to the University to keep its part of
the bargain.
BUlGilmore
314 Kohl HaU
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Day in Review Crews repair storm damages
•^ From Aiiociaiad Prwi Rworti
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Groundhog forecast: Six weeks 'til spring
Punxeutawney Phil won't find many friends among sunbathers and gardeners again this
year. According to his calculations, spring is still far off.
About 300 student, townsfolk and reporters joined in a sunrise ceremony at Gobbler's
Knob Punxsutawney, Pa., yesterday as the celebrated groundhog looked for his shadow
and. finding it. predicted six more weeks of winter.
legend has it that spring is around the corner if the current Phil does not see his shadow
when he emerges from a winter slumber Feb. 2. Since 1887. Phil has predicted an extended
winter nearly every year.
Yesterday's ceremony took place at new, snow-covered digs, about half a mile from Phil's
ceremonial burrow of previous years.
Dressed in topcoats and tails, members of the Punxsutawney Groundhog Club gathered
around as club president Charles Krliard rapped on the double orange doors to Phil's tree
stump burrow with a gnarled cane.
"The forecast is for six more weeks of winter," Erhard pronounced after brief consultation with the whiskery prophet, cradles in the arms of another club member.

Sadat takes world tour
for support of peace plan
President Anwar Sadat began a world
tour yesterday to rally support for his
Mideast peace initiatives and seek
President Carter's help in pressuring
Israel for concessions on issues that have
deadlocked negotiations.
"I hope this trip will add momentum to
the peace process," Sadat said before
flying to Rabat, Morocco, where he
planned to confer with King Hassan, a
supporter of his peace campaign.
Sadat is scheduled to arrive in
Washington on today for talks tomorrow
and Sunday with Carter at Camp David,
Md. He will stay in Washington until
Wednesday, and on his way home will talk
with government leaders in Britain,
France, West Germany, Austria, Italy and
Romania.
Western diplomats in Cairo said no
dramatic breakthrough should be expected from the Camp David meeting and
that Carter invited Sadat to Washington to
get a better idea of what the Egyptian
leader wants-and what he expects to
happen next.
Sadat insists that the Israelis withdraw
from all Arab territory occupied since the
Six-Day War of 1967 and selfdetermination for the Palestiniansproposals Israel has refused to consider.
A Cairo source said Sadat was on the
verge of asking the United States to formulate a "set of principles" along the lines
suggested by Carter on Jan. 4, when he
conferred with the Egyptian president at
the Aswan airport.
Carter said then that a settlement should
be based on establishment of normal
relations between .Israel and the Arab
states, Israel's withdrawal from occupied
territory, recognition of the "legitimate
rights" of the Palestinians and then
participation in the determination of their
future.
Western diplomats, however, note that
Carter omitted the word "total" when he
suggested Israeli withdrawal from Arab
lands and they say Egyptians view this as
significant.

Space weapons may force
increase in defense budget
Secretary of Defense Harold Brown said
yesterday in Washington that the United
States must increase its defense spending
by $56 billion over the next five years in
order to stay up with Russia.
He said also that Soviet advances in
satellite-destroying weapons are leaving
the United States with little choice but to
get into a space weapons race with Russia.
"Because of our growing dependence on
space systems, we can hardly permit them
to have a dominant position in the antisatellite realm," the Pentagon chief said
in his annual report.
The report was issued the same day
Brown went to Congress to ask for $126
billion in military spending for next year.
The toti.' spending authority requested is
up $9.2 billion from the authority voted by
Congress for the current fiscal year.
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Brown said the Pentagon is planning for
growth to a total budget of $172.7 billion in
fiscal 1983 to keep the United States from
falling behind Russia.
The budget request brought prompt
criticism from a group of House liberals
who appeared at a news conference
sponsored by SANE, an organization
opposed to what it says is excessive
spending on defense.
"I disagree with the concept of more
planes, more missiles, more tanks and
larger bombs," said Rep. Fred Richmond,
D-N.Y. "We already have the capacity to.
defend ourselves."
"When you come up with a defense
budget like that, you have to look at other
areas that are being squeezed," said Rep.
Tom Harkin, D-Iowa. "Look at the farmers who have been here asking for a little
more for the products of their farms, and
yet we can't squeeze anything out of the
budget for them."
The congressmen charged that the
budget was a violation of President Carter's statement during the 1976
presidential campaign that defense expenditures could be reduced by about $5
billion to $7 billion per year without
danger.

The effects of "The
Blizzard of 78" continue to
aggravate University officials, with new problems
uncovered daily.
According to Norman H.
Bedell, director of Technical
Support Services, crews are
working around the clock to
restore normalcy to the
campus.
Although workers have
been fighting the snowfall
since the storm hit, several
parking lots have not been
cleared.
BEDELL SAID that
although most of the oncampus lots are in fairly
good condition, outlying ones
still require much attention.
Specifically, lots 6, behind
the Alumni Building; 12,
next to the Industrial
Education and Technology
Building, and 8, next to the
Art Annex, still are unplowed.
Continuous snowfall has
hampered plowing efforts
throughout the week. It
makes for a continuous
problem, he said.
Parked cars in the lots
prevent plowing in some
areas.
"WE SIMPLY cannot plow

the lots with the cars in
them," Bedell said, "so we
are asking students parked
in lots 2 (next to Harshman
Quad), 3 and J (both next to
McDonald Quad) to move
their cars so the lots can be
plowed."
When will all the lots be
plowed?
"Hopefully by Friday
afternoon-that's our goal,"
he indicated.

Meanwhile, another
problem has arisen
NUMEROUS WATER
pipes have burst as a result
of freezing temperatures and
lack of water during the

•reek,
According to Bedell, 11
buildings have burst water
pipes. They are: Overman
Hall, the Union. Centres.
Commons. Alpha Phi Alpha,

the
Rodent
Research
Building, McDonald Quad.
Chi Omega, the Student
Services Building and
Of fenhauer Towers.
Steam could not be
generated for the heaters
because of the lack of water,
he said, explaining that
without steam, the coils
froze, causing the water
pipes to freeze and eventually burst. The University

was without steam from 11
a.m. last Thursday until
midnight Friday.
"The worst part is that we
cannot tell if a pipe has burst
until after they thaw,"
Bedell said.
He added that there may
be more burst pipes of which
he is presently unaware, but
it will be two to four weeks
before the full extent of
damage is known.

Debafers compete this weekend
The University will host fourteen of the countn'« best
debate teams this weekend for its 17Ih animal Forensic
Honorary Debate Tournament, starting todaj and running
through Sunday.
Among those schools represented are defending tournament champion Bradley University, number one ranked
Northwestern, University of Texas San tntonio and Wake
Forest.
Two debaters from each of the schools will compete In the
invitational tournament. Representing the l Iniversity will be
sophomores Michael K. Green and ( hai■:.
I nder
national rules, they may compete but cannot win the competition.
BECAUSE OF poor weather conditions, only 14 of the
scheduled 18 teams will attend, said l)i Raymond Yeager,
director of forensics.
"This tournament is distinctive from others In the country," Yeager said, "because, for one reason all ■>! the teams
live together in one place, in the Union."
Yeager terms the touriiaiiienl leisure!; ."cause the
students can eat meals together and socialize throughout the

weekend. They will also have the opportunity to attend some
of the MardiGras festivities at the Univeisil\
Preliminary competition rounds will be held from 4:30-8:4!)
p.m. today. 9 a.m.-S p.m. tomorrow and from 9:.10-11:15 a.in.
Sunday These preliminaries will be held in the Bus

Administration Building.
THE TEAMS receive points based on content.
Organization, delivery and refutation. Debaters will be
arguing both the affirmative and negative sides for four
rounds each.
After the eight preliminary rounds, the four teams which
score the most points will meet in the semi-final competition
beginning at 1:30 p.m. Sunday in the Ohio Suite and Alumi
R
, Union. The finals will follow at 3:15 in the Alumni
Room,
Awards will be given to the four team finishers, in addition
to five individual honors presented In (he lop del...'
The tournament is co-sponsored by the University chapter
ol Phi Kappa Delta, a national debate honor SOCiet). and the
Mid-American Hank.
The debates are free and open to the publk

Dynamite unable to break
ice-clogged Ohio River
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
decided yesterday to shelve its idea of
using explosives to blast a channel through
the ice-clogged Ohio River near Warsaw,
Ky.
The decision was made after two days of
testing the method at an ice jam stretching
over three miles upstream behind the
Mark la ml Dam.
"There has been more success using the
more traditional method of using tows to
shear the ice and washing it out of the
channel than there has been through the
use of controlled explosives," explained
Chuck Schumann of the corps of engineers.
Schumann said Controlled Demolition
Inc. would remain on standby status in
case a decision was made to resume
blasting.
Towboats from various companies
yesterday whittled away a passage which
extended 900 feet beyond the upper gate
locks of the dam.
The ice then was swept through the locks
and downstream.
"The progress on the upper approaches
far exceeded our expectations,"
Schumann said.
In some places the ice reached down 40
feet to the bed of the Ohio River. The encroaching mass of ice ripped trees from
the banks of the river and pushed itself into
icy mountains and valleys.
"I've never seen anything like it in all
my years," said Capt. John Beatty, a long
time river man who is in charge of salvage
operations at the Markland Dam where
several towboats and barges were pinned
by the ice last week.
"That ice is like a snowball. You keep
squeezing it and you get a solid ball of ice.
Ther more you squeeze, the harder it gets.
The more ice that comes down this river,
the harder that gorge is going to get," he
said.

A
FORGERChristopher K. Duquet,
Junior,
uses
his
blacksmithlng skills to
operate a forge and
blower that he made
himself. In the forging
process, Duquet can
heat a metal bar and
pound It into artistic
shapes on an anvil. Toe
forge (the table-like
object he Is using) and
blower (the circular
mechanism to his left)
took an entire quarter to
build. They are located
In the Fine Arts
Building.

mam*.

Fill your sweetheart's heart,

THE MARINES ARE LOOKING FOR A FEW GOOD OFFICERS
\

by fllllng-ln this heart,

MEN and WOMEN

i: with a love message

All students with National Defense/
Feb. 6 & 7,1978
University Hall

%

Summer Trsnimj Thru P.L.C.
No Obligation
No On Campus Ori, Classes, Etc.
Al bpentes Phis <700-115O Per Summer

to appear in

Air, Ground Or Law

The BT3 Stews

Serve With Nation's Finest

Special Valentine Section on Feb. 14th

ThaSV!

Direct Student Loans, Nursing Loans, and
Student Development Loans, who are
graduating or leaving the University
Winter Quarter 1978 MUST make an
exit interview appointment with the
Student Loan Collection Office
before leaving.

Call us to make an

appointment at 372-0 112

S2.00/Valentine
For more info contact
':>>>>>>M»>->^^iaiUMti>a<MM

ATTENTION STUDENTS

Call Capt. McLaughlin Collect At (313) 226-7764
For Further Information

mmd

STUDENT LOAN COLLECTION OFFICE
407 ADMINISTRATION BLDG.
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University shares vending profits
By Janet Ropers
Copy Editor
As your quarters clink Into vending machines in exchange
for candy bars and canned soft drinks, you may wonder who
is getting the extra five cents attached to each item's
regular retail price.
Maumee Valley Vending Co., which supplies the University's 214 vending machines, does not receive all the profit.
An average commission of 27 percent of all money collected
from the machines is paid to the University.
"The 27 percent we receive is very good. As a matter of
fact. It's probably the best in the state." said Richard R.
Stoner, director of Auxiliary Support Services.
SOME MACHINES, including those which serve candy,
snacks, drinks and ice cream, receive a 28 percent commission rate, while those distributing cigarettes and cold
sandwiches earn 25 and 15 percent for the University,
respectively.
Other universities around the state receive an average 12
percent commission on their machines, Stoner said.
Ohio State University's vending company pays 10 percent
across the board, with a high of 25 percent, according to
American Automatic Merchandiser magazine.
The University's vending machine commission is

deposited into individual budgets of the dormitories or
buildings in which the machines are located, except the
commission from classroom buildings, which goes into the
University's general budget. Stoner said.
RA SALARIES, maintenance and some social programming costs are paid from dormitory budgets, he explained.
Most of the machines are in dormitories and locations such
as the Union and Ice Arena, rather than classroom buildings.
The commission rates are determined by a bidding
process with various vending supply companies. The
University prepares a bid contract which it submits to
vending suppliers and the company offering the best benefits
for the University receives the contract, Stoner said.
"We're looking for the highest commission rate that
provides us the greatest amount of service." he said.
A COMPANY that offers an unusally high commission rate
may not always be the best, he said. It may take some
checking to determine what kind of service the company
could provide and if the company is well established with its
suppliers.
If a business is small, it is possible that it could not actually
pay such a high rate.
"We want a service that does the best job for the student,"
Stoner said, adding that the University tries to contract for

the best quality food, such as candy made with Hershey's
chocolate, rather than Curtis candy products, which are
made from artificial chocolate.
Maumee Valley Vending Co. has provided the University's
vending machines for at least 10 years, Stoner said. In the
five years that he has been at the University, there have been
no major problems, he noted.
"WE'RE VERY happy with the commission rate and service. They (Maumee Valley Vending Co.) have people on
campus every day filling machines," said James R. Corbitt,
assistant director of Auxiliary Support Services.
The company has its own factory in Defiance, where sandwiches to fill the machines are made. It also has
warehouses there where candy bars and canned pop, bought
in truckloads, are stored.
Company workers are on call 24 hours a day, so that if a
machine is broken into it can be fixed immediately. The
machines are repaired or replaced as soon as possible if they
are not working properly.
"I doubt whether they're out of service more than a day."
Stoner said.
The University's three-year contract with Maumee Valley
Vending Co. expires June 30.1979. Bidding contracts will be
prepared soon to be ready by next March, he added.

Finances sought to build campus observatory
By Tim Companey
The only obstacle in the
path of the construction of an
observatory on campus is
the means of financing the
project, according to Dr.
Roger L. Ptak, professor of
physics at the University.
Ptak said that funds for
such a project probably
would not come from a
federal source because the
observatory primarily would
be for instructional use and
not for research.
The money would have to
come from private sources,
he said, mentioning that he

has contacted
foundations.

several

THE OBSERVATORY
would be included in the new
Physical
Sciences
Laboratory which will be
built between Overman Hall
and the Psychology Building
by January 1981.
Ptak said that the observatory itself would not
cost much because it would
be used to shield the
facility's telescope from
wind and rain.
The majority of the money
would be for the telescope,
which would have a sixteen

inch mirror inside. Ptak
estimated the cost of the
instrument at $50,000.
Ptak added that while the
observatory would be
available to students most of
the time, it also would be
used for instructional purposes.

THE OBSERVATORY
probably would be open two
evenings a week for public
use, he indicated.
Presently, the only means
to observe stars is atop the
Life Sciences Building
during fall and spring

Winter weather, 1,100 colds
are nothing to sneeze at
If you are suffering from a cold, sore throat,
the flu or all of the above, you are not alone.
last week. 1,144 students were examined at
the University Health Center. This figure is
considerably more than average." according to John M. Ketzer, Health Center
administrator.
"There are a lot of flu, colds and sore
throats, which is natural at this time of year."
said Dr. Henry Vogtsberger, chief of staff.
interestingly enough," he added, "last
winter there wasn't nearly as much influenza

and respiratory problems as this year."
Vogtsberger attributed this fact to fluctuating
temperatures.
Vogtsberger encourages students not
feeling well to visit the center. All persons are
examined by a doctor and. if necessary, may
receive prescriptions.
The cliched measures for preventing colds
and flu do hold true. Vogtsberger said. He
suggests that students get plenty of rest to
prevent infection, eat regularly and properly,
drink plenty of fluids and avoid crowds.

NEW AND SPECIAL
HISTORY OFFERINGS
SPRING 1978
315 BLACK CARGOES AND SLAVERY IN THE AMERICAS (4) An
examination of the African slave trade and the various slave societies
which that traffic gave birth to in the Western hemisphere Particular
emphasis on Cuba, lamaica, Brazil, and the American South Dr Kiple,
7 IO-'):.10pmMW

quarters, weather permitting, Ptak said.
Equipment now used for
observation purposes would
be used on a deck adjacent to

the observatory, he explained.
Although Ptak said that he
has received no positive
responses from the foun-

dations he has contacted, he
is confident that the observatory will become a
reality because of its "wide
community impact"

One-act plays tobe presented
through out Lenten season
A series of six one-act plays titled "The
Cain Cycle," will be presented every Wednesday night through March 8 in the chancel
of University Lutheran Chapel, 1124 E.
WoosterSt.
The two-character plays, which begin at
9:30 p.m., will open the Lenten season and
take the place of contemporary music
reflections usually held Wednesday evenings.
According to Pastor Larry Harris, the plays
are based on the imagery of the Cain and Abel
Bible story. The sequence follows Cain as he
tries to recreate the world in his own
imagery.
The plays fit well into the season because
Lent normally is a time devoted to a study of
personalities caught in their own devices,

Harris said, adding that they are vehicles for
self-examination.
Harris said he does not feel that the church
is limited to liturgical services.
"We try to latch on to as many avenues of
expression as we can. Drama is one way of
doing this," he said. This idea is consistent
with the philosophy that God comes to us in
many ways, he noted.
The plays will seek to give persons insight
into themselves by relating to the characters,
Harris said.
The first play, "The Mark," deals with
Cain's confrontation with his mother after he
killed his brother.
All plays are performed by student
members and Harris.

Shorten work week, Akron prof says
AKRON,
Ohio
(API-Employment
redistribution-shorter work weeks and tax
"disincentive"-is the answer to the so-called
welfare mess, says a University of Akron
social work specialist.
Full employment is the key to solving
America's welfare problems, said John H.
Ramey, associate professor of social work.
"I would propose that as a nation we
recognize that the time is ripe to reduce the
average, standard work week. It is time to
divide available employment by the number
of people needing employment."
RAMEY SAID current welfare programs
were written for a different age. "These
programs create and continue dependency
and deny personal productivity, and seem to

be requiring an increasing burden on cost of
continuously smaller properties of the
population."
Ramey proposed a work week of 20 to 30
hours as a situation that would permit women
to be employed during the school day, leaving
enough time with their children.
"Also, there would be increased time for
being a father, for bringing together of
families rather than splitting as our present
arrangements seem to be doing."
He said forced and total retirement at
arbitrary ages before lifetime mental and
physical productivity Is exhausted also
contributed to welfare problems.
He proposed a gradual retirement system
in which a person could retire from partial to
full status over a 6 to 12 year period.

Local Briefs
Correction
In yesterday's News, Dr. William B. Jackson incorrectly was identified as Dr. Williams in the outline
below the pictures. David Richards is not a lab assistant,
but rather a laboratory aide. The News regrets the errors.

Trio recital
A joint recital of trumpet, tuba and piano music will be
presented at 2 p.m. Sunday by trumpeter Stephen
Chenette, his wife Susan on piano and tubist Ivan Hammond in the Recital Hall, College of Musical Arts.
The recital is free and open to the public.

Movie substitution
The Union Activities Organization will show "The
Enforcer" in place of "2001: A Space Odyssey" this
weekend.
The movie will be shown at 7:30 and 9:30 Friday and
Saturday nights in 210 Math-Sciences Bldg.

Who to contact
In a story in yesterday's News about counseling for
freshmen on academic probation, it was inadvertently
omitted that persons interested in the program should
contact Dr. Joseph Lombardi or Dr. Nancy Wygant at 3722081.

Saturday scheduling
Professors wishing to schedule optional Saturday class
sessions according to Academic Council's plan for making
up missed classes must contact Space Assignments, first
floor. Union, to guarantee a room, according to Joseph M.
Wheeler, director of scheduling.

Stranded cars
Students whose cars were stranded by snow in the
Alumni Center parking lot are asked to remove them
before the end of the weekend, as the lot has been cleared
and space is needed for visitor parking.
April L. Hill, coordinator of the alumni involvement
program, said that although students were welcome to
keep their cars in the lot as long as snow prohibited
removal, cars not moved now will be towed.

Black History Week
Black History Week begins Monday with an 8 p.m. and
10 p.m. showing of a film narrated by Bill Cosby called
"Law Students and Strayed." The film deals with black
history and will be shown in the Amaru Room, Commons.
At 9 p.m. in the Amain, a discussion with Don Viapree,
member of the All Afrika People's Revolutionary Party,
will center on "Black Folks in Relation to Africa.'' An
informal rap session with Flo Kennedy, satirical speaker
and former lawyer .will follow.

Correction
In a story on the Panama Canal treaties in yesterday's
News, it was inaccurately reported that Roger C.
Anderson, associate professor of political science, said
"most Americans . . .support ratification of the canal
treaties."
He did say, however, that most Americans now are not
in favor of the treaties but by the time the ratification vote
is cast, some opinions may change.
The story stated that Anderson called the canal issue
"one of the last sore points for U.S. imperialism." It
should have read, "Calling the canal issue one of the last
sore points in Latin American-U.S. relations."

Camp positions
YMCA Storer Camps of Jackson. Mich, will interview
students for the following camp positions: general
counselors, waterfront director, agricultural - maintenance supervisor, naturalist and horse barns director.
Sign-ups are in the Office of Student Employment, 460
Student Services Bldg.

Rubinstein film
The award-winning film "I-ove of Life." a documentary
about pianist Arthur Rubinstein, will be shown at 2:30
p.m. Sunday in the Main Auditorium. University Hall.
The showing, part of the University Artist Series, is free
and open to the public.

182 CHINESE CULTURE AND INSTITUTIONS (4) A study of the unique
cultural and insitutional development of traditional China and her
relations with neighboring Korea Emphasis on the intrinsic value of
broadening perspec lives through exposure to a maior non-Western cultural
experience Dr Kawashima. 2 10-4 iOTR.
J91 DEVELOPMENT, DISSENT, AND DETENTE: SOVIET RUSSIA IN
HISTORIAL PERSPECTIVE (4) Major issues in contemporary Soviet affairs
identified and explained in terms of their historical origins. Topics include
the Communist Party and its policies, industrialization and urbanization,
dissent and censorship, and Soviet international policies. Course is
designed as an elective for students In journalism, international relations,
politics, military s< ien< e, and history Or Kowney. 10:30-12:30. MW.

By
Sheridan

391 AMERICAN ENVIRONMENTAL HISTORY (4) Traces three centuries
of changing American attitudes .mil actions toward the natural environment, with an emphasis on the rise of the conservation movement
and the development of an ecological perspective. Dr Danziger, T 10
MIRf.
401. CAESAR AND CHRIST: THE SOCIAL WORLDS OF LATE ANTIQUITY
AND EARLY CHRISTIANITY (4) An historic al study of the basic issues and
fundamental problems involved in the tensions and conflicts bewteeen
pagan and Christian that were eventually accomodated in the 4th century
AD. Areas of inquiry me lucle soc i.il disaftex tion. political resistance, and
cultural alienation Dr Daly, 10 «) -12 10 IR.

Imagine your life hangs by a thread.
Imagine your body hangs by a wire.
Imagine you're not imagining.

415. SPAIN AND PORTUGAL )4) I he political, economic, and social
development of the Iberian peninsula from the invasion of the Moors to
the twentieth-century dictators, with special emphasis on the reconquest,
the reign of the Hapsburgs, the Spanish Civil Wars, and the regimes of
Franco and Salazar Dr. Kiple 2:.«M:30 [R
486. |APAN: THE NEW SUPERSTATE (4) A history of Japan's successful
modernization since her "opening" to fhe West in 1853. tmphasis on
political development, industrialization, expansion, and japan's rise from
the defeat of World War II to a world economic power. Dr Chen, 12:302: 10 MR
491. ADVANCED PROBLEMS OF WORLD WAR II (4) Students will study
the basic principles of war (Clausewitz) as applied and misapplied in World
War II; they will study World War II style mobility over World War I statics
on the battlefield, they will be introduced to the impact of World War II on
the military policies of the NAIO and Warsaw Pact alliances as
preparation continues for the war nobody wants, World War III. Fianlly,
each student willwork on an independent proiect Dr. Alston 5:30-7 30
TR.

I

Rescheduled Feb. 2 - Feb. 4
8 p.m. Main Auditorium
B.G. Students $1.00 with I.D.
A BGSU Theatre Production
lor Reservations and Information visit the Box
Of lice in U. Hall or Telephone 372-2719 weekdays
Tickets available at the door after 7 p.m on
performance nights.
All tickets honored one week late. Exchange ol
tickets permitted. Contact Box Office.
RFVISED THEATRE SCHEDULE
Winter Quarter

METRO G01DWYN «WR proems

.MARTIN ERLICHMAN^ * MICHAEL CRICHTON f« GENEVIEVE BUJOLD - MICHAEL DOUGLAS
;G0MA"
ELIZABETH ASHLEY-RIPTDRN^RICHARD
WIDMARKs^
IVHCHATL CRICHTDN
a*Md on tt» row by Mu*c
Onctfb*
ftofandb*
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COMING TO A THEATRE NEAR YOU!

MAIN SEASON
Tin Vl8lt...Fob. 22 - Fob. 25
SECOND SEASON
Don Juan...Fob. 9 - Fob. 11
Vanities...Feb. 16 - Fob. 18
Third World Flight...Feb. 28 - Mar.4
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Spillane novels spur movie series
Preview By
Michael S. Barson
"It was easy."
For a whole generation,
that closing line from "I. the
Jury" became a kind of
byword. People during the
1950s read Mickey Spillane
mysteries the way people
today read-well, there just
isn't anyone today that
people read that way. Maybe
Jackie Susann. Maybe Erica
Jong. Maybe Don Pendleton...
But no. There is no single
writer around who has so

dominated the popular
imagination as Spillane did
from 1947 (when "I, the
Jury" was published) to 1953
(when he Joined the
Jehovah's Witnesses and
retired from writing).
STUDENTS WOULD
sneak his books, with their
gaudy, sensational covers,
into their high school English
classes and pass them
around when the teacher had
her back turned.
The pages with "the good
stuff"-the racy passages,
the bloody shoot-outs-would

be dog-eared. Back then, it
was hot stuff.
The intellectuals of the
day, whatever their other
differences, always could
agree on one thing:
Spillane's books were rotting
the minds of America's
youth.
His hard-boiled private
eye, Mike Hammer, was a
Nazi,
a
totalitarian
homicidal maniac. The
stories were glutted with
tasteless sex, sadism and
violence. All of America was
outraged at Spillane's

pernicious influence.
McCarthyism and Mike
Hammer were linked as
destructive forces.

streets of New York City
dressed in a trenchcoat, with
a slinky blonde draped over
his arm.

tional heroes as Dirty Harry,
the Executioner and Popeye
Doyle, the violent prototype
of Mike Hammer lives on.

DESPITE, OR perhaps
because of, all this bad
press, Spillane's novels sold
some sixty million copies in
America alone. For a time,
he was a superstar-the Elvis
Presley of the literary scene.

"Hey, doll" he beckons,
and she comes.
Perhaps we are too
sophisticated today for the
macho-sexist fantasies that
so captivated readers two
and three decades ago.

Today, in 1978, Spillane is
recognizable to the under-25
generation only as the heavy
guy in those Miller's Lite
commercials who walks
down the fog-shrouded

STILL, SPILLANE'S
books (there are two dozen of
them) remain in print, their
covers modernized to attract
a hew generation of readers.
And in such current fie-

This Sunday night in the
Gish Theater, 105 Hanna
Hall, two film adaptions of
Spillane's work will be
shown. The first, "Kiss Me,
Deadly" (19551, generally
considered a film noir
classic, was directed by
Robert "The longest Yard"
Aldrich, and features Ralph
Meekum as Mike Hammer
pitted against a band of
murderous Communists.
The second, "The Girl
Hunters" (1951) stars
Spillane himself in his only
interpretation of rough,
tough Mike Hammer. These
films aree rarely shown,
either in theaters nor on
television. There is no admission charge.

Cooper, Dodge worm Grond Ballroom
Review By
Sue Phillips

in nearby Whitehouse, Ohio,
for ten days.

Sunday
evening,
University students, armed
with blankets and pillows,
left the boring confinement
of campus dormitories and
headed to the Grand
Ballroom, Union, for an
evening of musical entertainment.
The Cooper and Dodge
Band, consisting of singersongwriters Don Cooper and
John Dodge; bass player,
Richard Gates; and woodwind instrumentalist, Ron
Johnson, had been stranded

After making their way
through the snow to the
campus, a free, informal
concert was arranged.
PRECEDING THE duo
was Catherine David, a
folksinger from Boston, who
recently headlined a Union
Activities
Organization
Coffeehouse. David, while
expertly
accompanying
herself on the guitar, sang
such songs as "Watch You
Fly," and "Just One Step
Away," and finished her set

with John Martin's "May
You Never."
Waves of applause brought
her back to the stage for an
encore number titled "East
of Eden", an original
composition requested by a
member of the audience.
Than Cooper and Dodge,
who have become familiar
faces to many students,
entered the room for their
third concert appearance in
the ballroom.
Starting off their set with
"The Bear" and proceeding
through such favorites as
"Basha's Tune," "Ruby
Moon" and Ken Shepherd's

"Tin Cans and Alleyways,"
the duo tried its best to warm
a somewhat indifferent
audience.
BUT WITH a song written
minutes before the show,
Cooper captured the crowd
with his amusing story about
"keeping warm" during this
winter disaster.
Days afterward, strains of
"Oh, Mama, you can boil
that water. Keep your son
and send your daughter..."
still can be heard in various
locations around campus.
Throughout the rest of the

evening,
guitar riffs,
pleasant conversation and
strong harmonious vocals
filled the air. Gates' bass and
the jazzy accompaniment of
Johnson's saxophones, flute
and clarinet helped give the
folk rock tunes a full sound.
It was too bad that because
of minor technical difficulties, their efforts were,
at times, inaudible.
At the conclusion of their
concert tour, Cooper and
Dodge will begin recording
in Los Angeles. The group
expects to return to the
University in the spring.
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AUTHOR MICKEY SPII.IANE stars as tough
detective Mike Hammer in "The Girl Hunters." The
film will he shown free of charge Sunday night in the
(.ish Theatre. Hanna Hall.

'Citadel' displays identity
Thanks to "Citadel,"
Starcastle's music is
finding solidarity and a
sure sense of direction.
The Illinois-based band
had two previous releases
which were somewhat

Most surprising about
•Citadel" is the singlestype material. "Could
This Be I-ove," which is
receiving extensive
airplay, and "Can't Think
Twice" are tight songs,

Review by Russ Summers

stunning, but lacked
identity.
In the new album,
however, Starcastle is
showing that it can effectively stand out on its
own. The songs are
shorter, more concise,
while the style is intact.

but they teeter on being a
bit trite, especially in
lyrical content.
I-onger songs, such as
"Where Have They
Gone" and "Shine On
Brightly" provide the
meat of the album, as

they are best representative of Starcastle.
Roy Thomas Baker,
former Queen producer,
is at the helm of the band
for the second time, more
in an engineer's role than
anything else. Unlike
"Fountains Of Light," the
last release. Baker is
holding back, although
the cuts seem stiff in
places.
When Starcastle puts
out its next album, which
promises to be more
varied, the group may
finally break through to
major band status like its
counterparts .Styx and
Kansas.

Whatever you do with
them, they're still free.
Order any large pizza and you
can get up to 4 free Pepsi's. If
you order a small pizza, you
can get 2 free Pepsi's —
no coupon necessary all you have lo do
is ask.

Call us for fast,
free delivery.

1616 E.Wooster
Hours:
Sun.-Thur. 4:30 p.m.-2 a.m
Fri. & Sat. 4:30 p.m. - 3 a.m.

The fact that The MBAMcalculator was designed
for business professionals is a great reason
for buying one while you're a student.
We designed The MBA to
help professionals arrive at
fast, accurate answers to a
broad range of business anil
financial problems. The same
ones you'll face in your business classes.
Interest, annuities, accounting, finance, bond analysis, real estate, statistics,
marketing, forecasting, quantitative methods and many more
course applications are in your
hands with The MBA.
This powerful calculator
also features preprogrammed
functions that let you perform
© 1978 Tens Instruments IncorpnrtlM

more difficult calculations al
the touch of a key. Instantly.
Accurately, You may also enter
your own programs up to 32
steps long, saving significant
time if
you're doing
repel itive
classwork
problems.
The
MBA comes
with an
illustrated
text, "Calculator
Analysis for Business and Finance." This new guide shows

you how simple calculator
analysis can be with The MBA
calculator. It's 288 pages "f
understandable, easy-to-follow
reading. And it's coupled to
more than 10(1 real-world examples that show you step by
Step how to make calculator
analysis work t"i you as never
before.
If you're building a career
in business. The MBA business
financial calculator can be one
of your strongest cornerstones.
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
I I
...INNOVATORS IN
\ SPERSONAI UK TRONIC'S
\^

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
I N( (1KPOK A I I D
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Joni really isn't 'Don Juan's Reckless Daughter'
I'm Don Juan's reckless
daughter," Joni Mitchell
claims in the title song from
her new double Asylum
album. I don't believe it.
"Don Juan's Reckless
Daughter" is too thoughtfully conceived and too
elegantly executed to have
been produced by a reckless
musician.
Mitchell is again the
restless
musical
ad-

strumental support, she
greatly expands her sonic
vocabulary.

Review

"DON JUAN'S Reckless
Daughter" is a bold, an
ambitious, even
selfindulgent effort. But a
reckless one? I don't believe

by
Marc Holland

it

ventures*. With Weather
Report, and especially
bassist Jaco Pastorius
providing high-rent in-

The first disc (sides one
and four) is a masterpiece of
progressive, yet simple,
commercial pop music. The
straight-forward acoustic

guitar-based arrangements
suggest her earlier and, I
think, best work, "Blue" and
"Ladies of the Canyon."
Yet Weather Report and
MitcheU embellish the folkbased sounds with a range of
stylistic and coloristic effects creating a stunning
audio banquet.
"Cotton Avenue," which
opens the album, begins with
a hypnotic, free-form

acoustic guitar and wordless
vocal introduction before
swinging into a bouncy
Saturday night tune in the
"Downtown" tradition.
"TALK TO ME" is the
quintessential Joni Mitchell.
It's a bright, up-tempo tune
exploring familiar Mitchell
neuroses. Pastorius' bass
guitar, however, creates a
unique, absorbing atmosphere, an orchestra of
sounds which beautifully set

Good characterization marks 'Heroes'
Review By
Boh Roberts
"Heroes," the movie
starring Henry Winkler and
Sally Field, is a victim of its
own ambitions.
Originally meant to showhow the Vietnam War
touched the lives of a man
and
woman
crossing
America in search of an
idealistic dream, it comes off
as a plotless tear-jerker that
wastes the talent of the
actors involved.
The first half of the movie
seems to be a collection of
plots and cliches from films
in the past, one of the major
faults of "Heroes."
Winkler stars as Jack
Dunne, a Vietnam survivor
put away in a New York City
Veterans' Hospital for

mental observation. Dunne,
with the aid of his fellow
patients, breaks out of the
ward and pursues freedom,
not unlike Jack Nicholson in
"One Flew Over the
Cuckoo's Nest"
TO AVOID the police and
soldiers chasing him, Dunne
goes cross-country via bus,
meeting cranky, runaway
bride Carol Hell, well played
by Field
Then, the cliches start: the
tough, hard-nosed girl falls
hopelessly in love with the
crazy, Lrreslstable outlaw.
Together, they find themselves constantly on the
eventually hoping to
reach Eureka, Calif, where
Dunne plans to start a worm
faun.
This basic romantic plot is

a proven winner, because it
got "It Happened One
Night" the Academy Award
more than 40 years ago.
However, "Heroes" undergoes a radical change
about midway. Serious
elements begin to show,
especially the effect of
Vietnam on Dunne and his
war buddies.
THIS THEME is the best
part of the movie, but a
flashback sequence is used
just once, and it would have
had a more powerful feel if
ased throughout the film.
Also, nothing in the first hour
of "Heroes" prepares the
viewer for this psychological
torment, and it comes off as
something stuck in by
director Jeremy Paul Kager
to add pathos.

Winkler probably would
like to use "Heroes" as a
springboard to better things
in cinema, so he can break
away from the Fonzie image
in "Happy Days."
To his credit, Winkler
shows his versatile talents as
an actor, but he is held at bay
by the boring cliches he has
to spit out.
Field, too, shines in this
movie. She portrays her
character with compassion
and vigor that she never
showed as a flying nun.
But the best acting perfomance by far was turned in
by Harrison Ford, who
portrays Kenny Boyd, one of
Dunne's old army buddies.
Ford, best known as Han
Solo of "Star Wars," is
perfect in the role of the
dumb, likable hick.

VtUlit-liVVLLUr efcLdJ'UrGe
till LUiELiLL*

These are the only bright
spots in this otherwise bland
movie. In shooting for the
stars, "Heroes" has become
missing-in-action.

off Mitchell's jazzy vocal
lines.
The title track, which
opens side four, also stands
out. Pumping guitar chords
strongly recall Mitchell's
earlier, simpler work, while
Pastorius' versatile bass
again provides dynamic bass
support, orchestral color and
percussion effects as well.
"The Silky Veils of Ardor"
is a straight folk-like song
beginning with a verse or
two of the traditional
"Wayfaring Stranger."
Mitchell's vocals are more
emotional and impassioned
here than in any recent
work.
The first record, then,
provides a variety of sounds

and styles within a solidly
folk-pop framework. The
second disc consists almost
entirely of the sort of music
that could only be released
as part of a double record. It
would be a mistake to call it
filler, however.
"PAPRIKA PLAINS,"
which fills all of side two, is
dominated by a rather
dreary excursion for symphony orchestra and solo
piano. The cut has its
moments, however.
Finally the orchestra gives
way to Weather Report,
drums and bass propelling
the song relentlessly forward. Wayne Shorter's
impassioned saxophone solo,
though more restrained than
his similar break in Steely

"The Tenth World," a
seven-minute percussion
Jam, and "Dreamland," a
percussion
and
bassaccompanied vocal chant,
never do get off the ground.
"Don Juan's Reckless
Daughter" is, on the whole, a
stunning and, for me, surprising success. Rather than
abandoning
the
experimental sounds and
forms of recent works, for
which she's caught a good
deal of well-deserved flack,
Mitchell has expanded and
synthesized those experiments into a coherent
and Immensely satisfying
package.

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY
net ooc. LET ME ASK YOU
AOUBSnON HAVE YOU EVER
HEARD Of- OK RASSOULI,
0H.Ra.VAN, OR SHAW.
OR PR. TEHRAN! T

Dan's
"Aja,"
brings
"Paprika Plains" to a
stunning close.

ITHOU&T NOT
HO, MR
MEIHSURUR,
1 CAN'T
SAY I..

THOSE GeNTLEMEN
ARE MASTER TORTVRERS ATKOMffB
PRISON IN TEHRAN.

PtOKSSOR KISSINGER.
Oi.' WEiNBURGER. HERE'S
BEEN MAKING A PRETTY
STR0N6- CASE AOAiNST
GOING TO THE SHA-NANAS DINNER! U/HATS YOUR
..WPLY*

lrO!IHL E2&BEBE
Pi Kappa Phi
+
Proudly Congratulates
Their New Actives

^^
MOREOVER. UJH THE KIND
OfPtRSOm DIPWMAC1THAT
THIS PINNER REPRESENTS, WE I

Aiw

Greg Thomas

THE POSSIBILITY OF

PUBLIC GAFifS LIKE THE ONE
WHICH MAMED MR. CARTERS
VISIT TO POLAND.

Quinn Clark

John Bobincheck

BUT. DOC, THAT UASN7
REALLY ANY 816
DEAL
7

THOUGH,

uins IT DONT

YOU THINK THE POLES
TOOK THE "CARNAL DESIRE' REMARK ALL IN
,6000FUN'

IN GOOD
FW'CAN
YOU BE
SERIOUS'

MR. PERKINS, THE
LASTPECPieW
CARNALLY DESIRE
POLAW STAYED
FOR FOUR YEARS'

WHY
NOT?

OH. RIGHT,
I HEARD
ABOUT THAT.
I

Jr. Sanchez
Carl MacKenzie *
Darrel Anderson

And Their New Little Sis's *
$•••••*•••••••••••••**
NEW FOR SPRING QUARTER
SECTIONS OF ENGLISH 200
IN
CANADIAN LITERATURE
TENNESSEE WILLIAMS AND FILM
THE ATHLETE UN LITERATURE
\NI>
J.R.R. TOLKIEN

KAPPA DELTA
WELCOMES
ITS NEW
INIATE:

u

Classifieds
LOST4FOUND

MEN1- -WOMEN!
JOBS ON SHIPS American.
Foreign.
No
experience
required. Excellent pay.
Worldwide travel. Summer job
or career. Send S3.00 for information. SEAFAX, Dept. I
Box 30«, Port Angeles.
| Washington 9836?.

ABORTION
$150.00

JAN DAVIS

CONGRATULATIONS!

TOLL FREE

9 o.m.-lO p.m.

STUDY IN
GUADALAJARA. MEXICO
'Hi GUADALAJARA SUMMER SCHOOL
l lull) ictndllad UNIVERSITY OF
ARIZONA program olliri July 3
August 11 anthropology art bilingual
aducatian lolklora hislpry polillcil
icnnci Spanish Isnguaga and Ultra
lura inlantivt Spanish Tuition $245.
board and roam with Mtucan lamiiy
1785 Fir brochun GUADALAJARA
SUMNEH SCHOOL Alumni 211.
Uninrnty it Arnona luaon Arinruj
SS'?I |60?l 884 4729

1-800-438-8039

we've got a lot for you!
MIDNIGHT HOUR

SUN-THUR

12 pm

CENTER STAGE

MON-FRI

5:40 pm

TALK SHOW

WED

9:00 pm

BLIND DATE

HOTLINE SUN

9:00pm

the rockin
680
oeoa

iOOOOCX

«o

Lost 1 F. kitten, all grey with
brown tipped tail. N. Grove &
W. Poe area. Please call 352
3846.
Found glasses with black vinyl
case.
Sm. Screwdriver in
case. 353-0561.
Lost Buren watch.
Slight
crack in crystal.
Silver
bracelet with brass interior.
372 596B.
Gold house key found in
metered parking lot between
Moseley & Hayes. 372-3534 8.
Identify it.
Lost ladies gold Hamilton
watch. 372 6806. Reward if
returned.
SERVICES OFFERED
Pregnancy Aid & Under
standing. EMPA. Emotional
Material Pregnancy Aid. 3529393 or 352 I486.
The
Music
Machine
Professional Sound Systems.
All Sorts of Parlies & Party
Services. 352 2900.
PERSONALS
Meg Davis Congratulations on
being elected to Treasurer of
Panhel. Good luck in the year
ahead
with
your
new
responsibilities.
Alpha Phi
Love, Jean, Kathyfi, Karen.
Meritt & Meg: Congrats on
being elected to Panhel exec,
borad. Get psyched for a great
year) Love ya both, Louise.
Congratulations
to
the
illegitimate family on 3rd floor
Bromfield, (Skip, Tony, Mike
Doug) 8, best wishes for an
"X" pledge season.
Love,
Snail, Baby 8. the chicks in 243!
Congratulations to the DZ
pledges on going neophyte.
Now comes the long wait for
activation. Love, Your Sisters.
Roses are red, violets are blue,
buy your sweetie a BG News
Valentine, or she'll HATE
YOUIII
Jerry Spurgeon Thanks for
going through all the hassles to
get me to be your Lil' Sis.
You're the best younger big
brother ever Love, Carolyn.
Gamma Phi Beta awards Lee

& Cheryl the bronzed snowball
awards! Than* for all you did
your level heads & busy hands
helped us through! Love, your
sisters.
Congratulations fo Meritt
Lohr. the new 2nd Vice
President 8, Meg Davis, the
new Treasurer, on the Panhel
board. We're so proud of you!
Love, The Alpha Phi's.
Meet the girls from Chi Omega
doing informal modeling at
LaSalles, 2nd floor Sat. 14.
FREE
DELIVERY
on
Valentine's Day CARNATION
SALE In Union Feb. 610.
Sponsored by Panhellinic
Pledge Council. Don't forget
your special SOMEONE!!
CMON...GET HAPPY WITH
WINDFALL
AT
HAPPY
HOURS!!! A REEEAL GOOD
TIME!!
Craig Good Luck In the up
coming IFC elections. We are
all behind you The PI Kappa.
Come to LaSalles, 2nd floor.
Sat. from 1-4 p.m. to meet the
girls from Chi Omega who are
doing informal modeling.
To the brothers of Delta
Upsiion Thanks for the warmth 8, water but best of all the
entertainment over the snow
weekend. Where would we be
without you! Love, Barb, Des,
Deb 8, Carrie.
The month of February is
finally here, and the DZ formal
is drawing near. We only have
one more week to wait, so grab
a date before It's too late)!
BLIND
DATE
HOTLINE...YOUR CHANCE
TO MEET THE ONE FOR
YOU!
SUNDAY NITE ON
WFAL!!
Congratulations to Pam Clark
for being elected assistant 2nd
Vice President In Panhel.
Good luck in your new office.
Love, the Chi O's.
Chi O's get ready to grab your
men, cui the VALENTINE
DATE PARTY is just around
the bend!!!
Tonight's the night the Phi
Mu's and SAE's show BG how
to party!!!
Congratulations SAE George

Traikos on being selected lor
Who's Who Your Brothers.
KD's grab your man 8. watch
out for that SATURDAY
NIGHT FEVER AT THE
HEALTH SPA.
WANTED
I or 2 M. rmmtes. needed or
6th St. apt. Winters, Spr.Qtrs.
352 0058
1 or 2 F. rmmtes.. Spr. Qtr. $75
a mo., swim, pool, turn., call
352 7107 after 5.
3 or 4 people needed im
mediately to sublet M house.
Very close to campus. 352-0843
2M. rmmtes. needed Spr. Qtr.
$85 a mo., Stadium View Apts.
3526801.
F. needed to sublease Wtr. &
Spr. Qtr. 352-5796.
Up to 5 F. to sublet furn. house
for summer. Excell. location condition. 352 6464
1 bedrm. semi furn. apt. Util.
includ., $140. Avail. March 15.
3520205.
Room for F. with kitchen
privileges. Call 352 6814 after 5
p.m.
HELP WANTED
Babysitter forio mo. old in my
home. 352 3432.
Only Mad dogs 8. Pilgrims
need to apply. Domino's Pizza
has openings on it's driving
staff for money motivated
drivers who don't mind snow,
ice, late hours or meals on the
run. We otter a guaranteed
minimum of S4.00 an hour
(salary plus commissions)
with flexible hrs. full or pt.
time. If you have your own car
8, Insurance & meet the above
qualifications, apply in person
at Domino's Pizza, 1616 E.
Wooster, between 4:30 &
midnight.
Interested in working at
WFAL? Apply 413 South Hall.
$35.00 per hundred stuffing
envelopes already stamped
and addressed. Freesupplies,
send self addressed stamped
envelope to: Roel, 5005 Old
Midlothian Pike, Suite 64,
Richmond, VA. 23224.
COUNSELORS:
WAZIYATAH FOR

CAMP
GIRLS,

HARRISON,
MAINE.
OPENINGS: Tennis (varsity
or skilled players); Swimming
(WSI) Boating, Canoeing,
Sailing, Waterskiing, Gym
nasties.
Archery,
Team
Sports,
Arts
&
Crafts,
Pioneering
&
Trips,
Photography for Yearbook,
Secretary, Registered Nurse.
Season: June 26 to August 21.
Write (enclose details as to
your skills, interests, etc.)
Director, Box 153. Great Neck,
NY. 11022. Telephone 516 482
4323.
Competent drummer into
funk, soul & iazz to join
working band Rick. 352 7734.
FOR SALE
Whistler Radar Detector.
Brand new; X and K Bands.
SHOor best offer. 372 5991.
G»meinhardt flute. Call 352
5654 6, ask for Julie.
FOR RENT
Apt. to sublease Spr. Qtr. or
Rmmte. needed.
Close to
campus. Call 352 1651
Deluxe large 1 bedrm. Has
stove & refrig. Close to Univ.
352 5689.
1 F. for Spr. Qtr. Cheap, nice
apt. Call 352 6996
Sorry, we are all filled up for
the Fall of 1978 at 520 E. Reed
8, 525 E. Merry. We do have
openings at 824 6th St. at $280 a
mo. 8, 328Vj. 332Vi, 8. 336V) S.
Main at $160 $190 a mo. Please
call Al Newlove at 352 5163.
Buff apts. now renting for Fall
8, Summer '78. All utilities
paid except electric. Bike shed
included. 2 bedrm., 1 block
from campus. 352 2915.
Houses, apts., 8, single rooms
for summer rental. Ph. 3527365.
Houses for 6-7 F. students '/a of
house, 1 bedrm. for 3 F.
students. 2 bedrm. apt for 4
students. Single rms. for M. &
F. students. All near campus,
9 mo. leases. 352-7365.
I bedrm. efficiency for Fall 4
Summer, 256 S. College, Apt.
C. 353 3611.
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NBAAII-Stars
set for Sunday

New track may pose problem
By BUI Pan!
Staff Reporter

differently. I think it's important to take the
curves high then shoot down and pick up
speed."

An imposing 24-team field and a banked
track are obstacles that BG's women's indoor
track team will have to face at the Pittsburgh
Invitational tournament tomorrow.
It will be the first time in Bowling Green
history that the women's team will be running
on a banked track. In addition, the presence
of Penn State, Tennessee and Villanova in the
24-team field should make the Falcon's
season-opening meet even more demanding.
"IT'S AN AWFUL tough way to start out
the season," Coach Dave Williams said. "Our
first two meets were cancelled and although I
don't think we lost much in conditioning
during that time the teams that do have an
indoor track were moving farther ahead of
us."
The use of a banked track will present
Williams with still another problem. In fact,
he will seek the counseling of men's track
coach Mel Brodt concerning the proper
technique used in running on the sloped track.
"I've never run on a banked track myself,"
Williams said. I plan to talk to Mel Brodt,
because I understand you run the curves

OUTSIDE OF Williams himself, the
Falcons should be 100 percent healthy going
into the meet. The coach has been suffering
from the flu. If he is unable to make the trip
this week, women's Softball coach Sally
Hattig will accompany the team to Pittsburgh.
Williams was a bit concerned about a
mental letdown at Purdue last week, but that
meet was snowed out and now he believes his
team is at a mental high.
"I really think the girls are fired up for this
meet," he said. "With the strength of the
opposition it will be particularly challenging.
I hope it brings out the best in us."
Because of the 24 teams entered, there will
be limit of two participants per team in each
event.

ticipate in the shot put. Koeth holds the school
record in the women's shot put.

will lead off in that event, followed by Linda
Roberts, Debbie Wernert and Janie Guilford.

Delaware State will give Falcons Janie
Guilford and Kermetta Folmar ample
competition in the 60-yard dash. "Delaware is
especially strong in the sprints," Williams
said, "but I excpect us to do quite well also."
Williams is also optimistic of the team's
chances in the 880 relay. Kermetta Folmar

r LL BE SHOCKED if we don't place high,"
he said. "I don't know if it will be this week,
but sometime during the season I expect that
group to turn in a school record."
With this week's strong competition, a
school-record time in the 880 may be
necessary to post a win.

Unbeaten
swimmers
are tested
By Dan Firestone
Staff Reporter
The unbeaten Bowling
Green women's swim team
will be tested in a home meet
against Ohio State today and
in a five-team meet at Ball
State tomorrow.
"We should be able to
handle Ohio State," Coach
Tom Stubbs said, adding that
the Falcons were going to
shuffle their line up a little to
let some of the swimmers
race in an event in which
they haven't had a chance to
compete in yet.
Stubbs said the changes
wouldn't weaken the chances
of the team winning, but will
benefit the team by letting
the women swim in different
races.

MARY ZARN and Sue Klembarsky are the
Falcon entries in the high jump. Klembarsky
will also participate in the long jump and the
60-yard high hurdles.
Pam Koeth and Kathy Hodkey will par-

Falcon gropplers
get bock into action
By Tom Baumann
Assistant Sports Editor
Idle since Jan. 18, the
Bowling Green wrestling
team will try to get back into
the swing of things tomorrow
at Kent State.
The Falcons face the
defending Mid-American
Conference (MAC) champions at 4 p.m.
The Falcons' problem is
not competition, but lack of
it
"We're getting tired of
wrestling ourselves all the
time," Coach Pete Riesen
said. "At this point, we need

IM note
Entries for all-campus
'men's and co-ed doubles
racquetball tournaments
and co-ed bowling are now
available from residence
hall and fraternity athletic
chairmen and at the
Intramural Office, 201
Memorial Hall. Entries are
due Feb. 7. Play begins on
Feb. 13.

to wrestle. I can't blame the
weather for us not wrestling
because everybody else is
going through the same
thing."
THE FLASHES' strongest
wrestlers
are
Milan
Yakovich at 142 pounds and
Ron Michael at 158, according
to
Riesen.
"Yakovich finished third in
the MAC last year and
Michael won the championsip," Riesen said.
"Kent is a very strong
team" he said. "Of course
you'd have to be if you're the
conference champions.''
The problem facing the
Falcons concerning the
Flashes' strength is that Kent
has not been seen by BG
scouts all year.
"I DON'T KNOW that
much about them as a
team," Riesen said. "As far
as individuals, they have
some very good ones. It's a
question of putting a number

of good performances
together."
Kent was to be seen by BG
at
the
Ohio
State
Invitational, however, due to
the weather, that match was
cancelled.
The time off may help the
Falcons. Jerry Thomas and
Larry Anzivine both nursing
injuries for a couple of
weeks, may see action
tomorrow.
"We'll have to see how
they look this afternoon
before a decision is made,"
Riesen said. "They might
wrestle, or else we'll wait
until next week."

The Falcons will have a
tougher time at Ball State,
swimming against Purdue,
Indiana State, Valparaiso
University (Ind.) and the
hosts.

■

Newsphoto by Yu Kwan Lee

Correction

Women host Ashland

The dates for the men's
swimming team's next two
meets were incorrect in
" yesterday's News. Coach
Tom Stubb's team travels to
Kent State tonight and then
returns home tomorrow to
host Ball State at 1:30 p.m. in
the Natatorium. The News
regrets the error.

Julie Lewis braces for action during Wednesday's win
aver Cedarville. The women's basketball team will
play at home again tomorrow night against Ashland at
"•. The ladybirds, now 3-3. travel to Michigan Tuesday,
Ohio Northern Thursday and Toledo next Saturday
before returning to Anderson Arena to host Cleveland
State Feb. 16.

BOWLING GREEN will
use its strongest line up in
the meet, which is a "longevent program," meaning
the distances of most races
are longer and the 50-meter
races eliminated.
Stubbs plans on using
Linda Zadel
in
the
backstroke, but not in the
individual medley because
she could possibly qualify for
the nationals if she could
bring her backstroke time
down in the next few meets.

Editor's Note: The National Basketball Assoriatlon
(NBA) Ail-Star game will be held in the Omni at Atlanta
Sunday. WTOL-TV {Channel 111 will air the contest,
beginning at 1:45.
News Special

Big name players and even some unknowns have
highlighted NBA All-Star games through the years. The
East leads the series, 17-10. Here are some of the
highlights:
1951: East 111. West 94 at Boston—Ed Macaulcy of the
Boston Celtics, in the first NBA All-Star game, scored 20
points and was named MVP.
1953: West 79. East 75 at Fort Wayne-The lowest
scoring All-Star game in NBA historx. Minneapolis'
George Mikan had 22 points and was the game's MVP.
1954: East 98. West 93 (overtime) at New York Mlkan
sent the game into overtime with two foul Boots after tinfinal buzzer sounded, but Boston's Bob Cousy scored 10 of
his team's 14 overtime points to lead the East.
1958: East 130, West 118 at St. Louis -Bob I'etlit of the
St. Ixiuis Hawks played with a cast on his let t wrist but
scored 28 points and had 26 rebounds to win ttl
award, even though his team lost.
I960: East 125. West 115 at Philadelphia Rookie Will
Chamberlain of Philadelphia had 23 points and 25
rebounds to grab the MVP award.
1961: West 153, East 131 at Syracuse The highesl poilri
total ever for a winning team. The West Jumped al
19 after one quarter and easily won. Rookie
Robertson of the Cincinnati Royals was the MV1
points and 14 assists.
1962: West 150. East 130 at SI. Lotlls
.>cored a record 42 points, but Petti! earn
MVP award by leading a balanced West attack.
1965: East 124. West 123 at St. Louis The first one-point
decision in All-Star history.
1969: East 123, West 112 at Baltimore RobertSM
third MVP award as East comes Iran behind to win in the
fourth quarter.
1977: West 125, East 124 at Milwaukee Phoenix's Paul
Westphal made two key baskets and :• steal during the
closing minutes. Philadelphia's Julius 11)r .li E
however, is named MVP after a dazzlinr. 30-point effoi lit
was Erving's first year in the NBA. following the
American Basketball Association merger.

Gymnasts hit road
A long layoff can hurt just about an) athletic team
women's gymnastic coach Charles Simpson knows it .'.- well
as anyone.
"We need to get out and have a meet." Simpson
"We've been practicing real long and real hard l two
straight weeks."
"We are getting stale practicing."
BL'T THE GYMNASTS will get their chance foi
competition this weekend at Western Michigan.
About his competition this weekend. Slmp3pn fee
squad has an excellent chance to up its alreadj fine 8-1
record.
"Western Michigan is not that strong," lie said. We
shouldn't have too much trouble with them. Northwi
just began a program this year, so they could go either way."

ABORTIONS
Starting Rate

$125
1-24 week pregnancy
terminated by
Licensed Gynecologist
CLOSE TOOUR AREA
FINEST FACILITIES AND
MODERN TECHNIQUES

CALL TOLL FREE
800-362-1205

ALPHA XI DELTA

Easter S*>al

Randi Dudley

i am «■ a iiu n

For Being Elected

1:00-1000 p.m.
Call: 352-1735

Proudly Congratulates

Pan-Hel President
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JEWELRY
CANDLES
SHIRTS
HANDBAGS
CHAINS
EARRINGS
NECKLACES
JEWELRY BOWS

SanKs

LOCATED ON THE
CORNER OF STATE
£E.WOOSTER 3535731
FEATURES THE MOST
UP TO DATE WINE
SELECTION tNTHEAWA

IS THERE
LIFE AFTER COLLEGE?
Sure. But its quality depends on
your life during college.
Your college degree and grades are
most important. But. in today's competitive job market, you may need
additional credentials to land the job
you really want
As a sophomore, you need to look
ahead. At what you can offer an
employer...your education, work
experience, leadership abilities. And
at how you can increase these assets
during your last two years of college.

While looking ahead, look at the
Army ROTC two-year program.
Management training. Leadership
experience. Financial assistance. And
new opportunities for your life after
college as an officer in the active
Army. Reserve or National Guard.
For details, contact:

Captain John O'Neil
157 Memorial Hall
or call 372-2476

as
By Terry Goodman
Sports Editor

Lucky or unlucky?

12 11I09

"I knew it was roming. People like you and Jim Schneider
iSentiml-Tritninei deal let things like this get by. I realize
that we've won i:i straight at home, but I'm not supersi iiious."—Ron Mason, Bowling Green hockey coach, 2-2-78.
Thirteen. That's the school record winning streak that the
Falcon* will try to build on tonight at 7:30 against Western
Michigan at the Ice Arena.

The Broncos were already one of BG's home-ice victims. In
fact, they were the seventh of the current string, losing 6-4. So
the two numbers in question are 13 and 7. If you're superstitious, that might mean something.

"Streaks like that are made to be broken," Mason admitted, "but 1 told our team that the only way we can lose at
home is if we weren't mentally prepared and we didn't play
our style of hockey."
BG lost its home opener this season against Michigan, 7-2,

...B....7....6....5....4....3

but then put together the streak, in which it has outscored
opponents. 72-14.
"WE LOST THE first game of the year here against
Michigan and had to kill off a lot of penalties," Mason said.
"But we're a good team, and I expect to win every game at
home."

"The home ice is a tremendous advantage," he added.
"You can say that because of the fans, yes, but there are :o
many other variables.

,....;

"All rinks are not the same size, the lighting differs, the
texture of the ice is different and the bounces off the boards
aren't the same. All of those things vary on the road."
Of course, home-ice edge usually plays a big part in
deciding the Central Collegiate Hockey Association playoff
winner and, right now, the Falcons' 8-2 record puts them in
first place.
"First place means, technically, nothing but a trophy,' be
said, "But it could eventually lead us to the NCAAs."

BG, Bronco icers
come off vacation
By Terry Goodman
Sports Editor
Bowling Green
and
Western Michigan, hockey
opponents tonight and
tomorrow night, are coming
off unexpected vacations,
courtesy of the wicked '78
winter in the Midwest.
However, the Falcons
should be able to put theirs to
better use when the two
teams square off at the Ice
Arena at 7:30 tonight. At the
same time tomorrow, the
two-game series will be
wrapped up in Lawson Arena
at Kalamazoo, Mich.
Both Central Collegiate
Hockey Association iCCHAl
foes last played against nonleague opponent Notre Dame
and won. However. BG's
triumph came only nine days
ago. Western's came 16 days
ago.
"Their ithe Broncos') last
game was a long time ago,"
Falcon coach Ron Mason
said. "Our layoff wasn't
quite as bad. and. it might be
helpfulina waj
"I THINK we're okay,
injury-wise," he said.
"Titanic (Paul) is fine now
and Shutt I Byron) could
have used a few days to rest
his shoulder."
Titanic's knee and Shutt's
shoulder were injured
against St. Louis two
weekends ago and Notre
Dame last Wednesday, but
they both played anyway,
and played well.
Meanwhile, the rest of the
team got back into the swing
of things Monday after last

week's blizzard postponed
the two-game series at Lake
Superior.
"Monday was a little
shakey,
as expected,
Tuesday we started to come
around and Wednesday we
looked
pretty
good,"
assessed Mason, who is wary
of the Broncos, despite their
4-7-1 CCHA record and 11-121 overall mark.
"I
think they're a
dangerous team," he said.
"We watched videotapes of
our first two wins against
them and they had a lot of
good chances in the league.
"WE HAVE TO stop their
offense. If we do that, I know
we can get our goals."
The Falcons swept the first
two games over Western this
season, 7-1 and 6-4, so
scoring hasn't been a
problem.
However, the Broncos
have proven that they can
score in CCHA play, too.
Center Paul Cappuccio (7-1320) and winger Bernie
Saunders (7-9-16) are second
and fifth in league scoring,
respectively.
Two BG victories this
weekend,
nevertheless,
would mean a lot to Mason
and his team, which is
ranked sixth in the nation
(WMPL Coaches PoU).
The Falcons could reach
the 20-victory plateau, take a
commanding 10-2 league
record and get their first
four-game sweep over an
opponent this season.
Mason has not made a
decision about which BG
goaltenders will work this

weekend, but best bets are
Brian Stankiewicz tonight
and Wally Charko tomorrow.

BYRON SHUTT skates around a fallen Notre Dame defender in win number 12 in the Falcons current home winning streak.
The icers will try l"r number 13 tonight againsl CCHA foe Western Michigan.

Upstart cagers continue homestand
By Steve Sadler
Assistant Sports Editor
Bowling Green's suddenly resurgent basketball team will
host its second of four straight home games tomorrow night
when Ball State comes to Anderson Arena for a 7:30 MidAmerican Conference (MAC) encounter.
Coming off consecutive MAC victories over Kent State and
Eastern Michigan, the Falcons have evened their league
record at 3-3, and have upped their overall record to 5-11.
In Ball Sate, the host will be up against a running, gunning
team.
"THEY REAIXY like to outbreak," asssistant coach
Mike Ehrenfried said from coach John Weinert's office,
while the head coach was off on a recruiting trip in Pittsburgh. They're not afraid to put it up, get it out and go with
it."
One problem presenting the Falcons is the lack of scouting
of the visiting Cardinals.
"They are one of the few teams we have not seen in person
this year," Ehrenfried said. "We make out our scouting
schedule early in the season and planned to scout them
Monday, but they didn't play."
Through contact with teams who have played the Cardinals. BG has an idea of what to expect.
"WE EXPECT A little press from them." Ehrenfried said.
I think we're going to have to control the tempo of the game

Who'll Keep Their
Lobby Open Longer?
Try something different next lime...
a toast beef sub al Pagliai's.
It's great the way you like it ..so choose your
own ingredients for Ihe best-lasting sub in town!
Choose from cheese, lettuce, onions, pickles,
horseradish, tomatoes and your choice of
dressings, mayo, mustard, italian dressing,
pizza sauce, and thousand island dressing. Any
way a roast beef sub is extra delicious at
Pagliai's.
l/31oaf
$2.00

Full loaf

$5.50
Free delivery
Ph. 352-7571
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whatever it is. We're not afraid to fastbreak, II we get the
fastbreak, we'll takeit."
Two people the Falcons will lxi concerned about is freshman Mike Drews and junior Jim Haan. both guards.
Drewa is their leading scorer, and he puts it up from way
out." Ehrenfried said. "Haan is not that good a scorer, but
penetrate) the zone well. He'll dribble against it (BG'szone)
and we'll have to stop that." Ehrenfried said,
Though Ehrenfried expects the Falcons in be able to run if
they get the chance, he admits they're still a little hesitant
on occasion.

CARLOS JACKSON

ROUNDING OUT the Cardinal starting five is 6-9 center
Robert Sims, averaging 10.4 points a game, 6-8 forward
Randy Boarden. averaging 12.1, and possibly Dave
Welmcr. a 6-7 forward, though the Cardinals have been using
a three guard offense of late, in which case Welmer is a

ROBERT LONG

BOBCOLBURN

Induction ceremony tomorrow
Four football and basketball players
from the 19S0's, including the quarterback of the 1959 national championship football team, will be enshrined in Bowling Green's Athletic
Hall of Fame tomorrow night at
Anderson Arena.
Induction ceremonies will take place
at halftime of the Falcons game against
Ball State. The new members, who
bring the total of Falcon Hall of Famers
to 60, are Bob Colburn, Vic DeOrio,
Carlos Jackson and Robert Long.
Colburn, football quarterback and

number one singles performer in tennis
from 1957-60, is now vocational coordinator with the Kettering school
system. He was the co-captain and
most valuable player on Doyt Perry's
1959 undefeated national championship
team.
DeOrio was a three-year football
letterman from 1955-57 and the nation's
14th leading rusher in 1956. Now a
biology teacher at Jackson Michigan
High School, he also was an All-MidAmerican Conference first-team
halfback.

Jackson, was a football halfback and
track performer from 1955-57 and an
assistant football coach here from 196874 until his untimely death by a heart
attack on Nov. 14,1974, two days before
BG's game at Southern Mississippi.
Long was a four-year basketball and
three-year track award winner from
1947-50. He was selected on the "Little
All-American" (5-10 or under) in 1949.
Long is now the assistant commissioner
of community relations for the Toledo
Board of Education.
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the new
MIDNIGHT

LOBBY HOURS
8:30 A.M. to 5 P.M., Mond.i rhur-d«\
8:30 A.M. to 6 P.M.. Friday
8:30 A.M. to NOON. Saturday
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VIC DEORIO

I think the fastbreak is something you have a lot of confidence in or you have doubts," he said, adding that the
Falcons road trip had something to do with their fastbreaking.
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M.d American
National Bank

SUN., TUES. - NEW ALBUMS
MON, WED. - CLASSIC ALBUMS

943 S. Main
Bowling Gr««n
UNIVERSITY BANKING CENTER
14W E Wooster
352-8506
Bowling Green. Ohio

THURS. - REQUEST ALBUMS
Member F.D.I.C.
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